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We classify functions in recursive graph theory in terms of how many cp series to K (or $5” or 
0”‘) are required to compute them. We show that (1) binary search is optirr.4 (in terms of the 
number of queries to K) for finding the chromatic number of a recursive graph and that no set 
of Turing degree less than ’ will stice, (2) the problem of determining if a recursive graph has a 
finite chrtimatic number is &complete, and (3) binary search is optimal (in terms of the number 
of queries to 8”) for finding the recursive chromatic number of a recursive graph and that no set 
of Turing degree less than 0” will sufh~. We also explore how much help queries to a weaker 
set may provide. Some of our results have analogues in terms of asking p questions at a time, 
but some do not. In particular, (p + l)-ary search is not always optimal for finding the 
chromatic number of a recursive graph. Most of our results are also true for highly recursive 
graphs, though there are some interesting differences when queries to K are allowed for free in 
the computation of a recursive chromatic number. 
examine the complexity of several graph 
graph theory. .%l the problems we deal with are 
coloring problems in recursive 
unsolvable, but are recursive in 
either K (the halting set), ’ (the jump of t e halting set, see [29] or [34]) or 
jump of the halting set). We measure the complexity of these 
ways: the Turing degree of the oracle and the numbe 
n most cases we pin down both quantities exactly. 
‘graph’ means ‘recursive or highly recursive graph,’ terms we define in Section 2. 
We will be concerned with finding the chromatic number of a graph when that 
number is a priori bounde above by a constant. Unbounded versions of 
problems in tlris r are studied in [ 111. In Section 2 we rigorously define the 
class of functions t can be computed with bounded access to an oracle for set 
A. e state a theorem about how many queries the function 
F&, . . . Y xk) = b&d, l l l P %&k)), 
tion of the set 
lower bounds. 
2 R. B&gel, W.I. Gasarch 
chromatic number of a graph requires an oracle of degree at least 
algorib uses the minimal mu&x of queries. This i-e 
many queries are used, 
chromatic number of a graph is fi 
S-we look at the 
. This result is tight in 
a recursive graph has a finite recursive chromatic number is 
of queries can be reduced if an auxiliary (but we&er) oracle is allowed to 
fke of charge. In Section 8 we examine parallel versions of the questions 
in Sections 3 and 5. We examine how hard it is to find the chromatic 
chromatic number) of a graph in terms of the number of 
that are required. Some of the results obtained in Sections 3 
and 5 have anaIogs in this new setting. In particular, when using K, (p + I)-ary 
seazch [25,33] is optimal for finding the chromatic number of a graph. If other 
oracles can be used, then (p + 1)ary search is not optimal. In Section 9 we 
exam he using p&e1 I,;yeries and an a (weaker) oracle.. Section 10 
contains a s*ummary of our results and some o 
Cther work on bounde text has been done 
y and &rings [7,10, 14,281. In a polynomial 
ded queries has been An&, Beigel, and 
[l, 2,5,7,8,9,17], Goldsmith, [19], Kadin [20], 
en [3O], and Wagner and Wechsung [36,37]. Other 
heory has been done by Bean [3,4], Burr [l!?], Carstens 
Gasarch and Lockwood [ 181, Kierstead [21,22,23], 
osenstein [26,27] Schmerl [31,32] and Tverberg [35]. 
this paper are base two, and all graphs are undirected. 
1L) a list of all oracle Turing machines. A 
t {e} denote {e}! Let W, denote the ain of {e), hence the set 
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denotes (X 1 n E W,,,}. FIN relxeseqts :he set of indices of functions that are only 
defined finitely often, i.e. {C 1 is finite}. TOT represents the set of indices of 
functions that are always defi , i.e. {e 1 We = , i). COF represents the set of 
indices of cofiqite sets, i.e. {e 1 ii4 - We is finite}. R is I&complete, FIN is 
&complete, TOT is &complete, and COF is &-corn lete [34, p. 65-@j]. 
Let A be any set of natural numbers. The function ZAP called the characteristic 
function of A, is defined by 
1 ifxeA, 
xAo=(O ifx$A. 
We identify a set with its characteristic Mction. A' denotes A x A x l l l x A (i 
times), the set of all i-tuples of elements of A. me set of unordered pairs of 
elements of A is denoted [A]'. A[w] denotes A n (0, 1,2, . . . , w}. 
Let N denote the set of nszural numbers. We denote a fixed recursive pairing 
(tripling, etc.) bijection from N x N onto N (N x N x N onto N, etc.) by (-, -) 
(( -, -, -), etc). We denote a fixed recursive bijection from the set I&]’ onto N by 
‘[-, -I’, so the symbol ‘[x, y]’ is a natural number which represents the unordered 
pair {x, y}. Since these functions are recursive and onto they have recursive 
inverses. 
If A and. B are sets, then A @ B is the set 
{2~~x~A}U{2n+l~x~B}. 
An oracle machine using oracle A @ B can essentially ask either A or B 
questions. If an even number is queried, we say that a query to A has been made, 
and when an odd number is queried, we say that a query to B has been made. 
If A is a finite set, then IAl denotes the cardinality of A. 
. A graph G = (V, E) is recursive If every node of G has a finite number 
of neighbors and both V c hi ar,d E c [&I]" are recursive. 
A graph G = (V, E) is highly recursive if G is recursive and the 
function that produces all the neighbors of a given node is recursive. 
e. Most qf the theorems in this paper will be stated and proven for recursive 
graphs, but are ako true for highly recursive graphs unless otherwise noted. 
If G is a graph, then x(G) (the chromatic number of G) is the minimal number 
of colors required to color the vertices of G such that no two adjacent vertices 
have the same color (called a ‘proper coloring’). By convention the empty graph 
matic number 0. 
representation for recursive graphs. We will represent graphs by the 
nes that determine their vertex and edge sets. An index for a graph 
will be an ordered pair, the first component of which is an index for a Turing 
machine which decides the vertex set, the second the edge set. 
R. Beige, WA Gusad 
total, then the num r e = ( eI, e2) determines the 
e does not dete e a recursive graph. (The ‘r’ 
42’). 
(et, e2) detemines a highly recursive grapcl if {e,} and 
ing from tu subsets 
n for ally tz Y, x E {e2}(y) is the set of vertices that x is 
determines a highly recursive graph, then the highly recursive 
by e is CGF = (V, E) where 
et} or {e2} is not total, then e does not determine a highly recursive graph. 
e ‘hr’ in GF stands for ‘highly recursive’.) 
other valid representation would be to only insist that {e2}([x, y]) 1 
) = {cl}(y) = 1, instead of demanding that {e2} be total. All of our 
also hold using that representation. 
classify, in the arithmetic hierarchy, many sets of indices 
nceforth called just ‘indices’). Our concern is 
is an index of a recursive graph, hence we will actually 
ial recursive functions that are associated thp sets of 
ning if e determines either a recursive or highly recursive graph is 
is ll&complete. 
A O-l vaPued partial function f is in Cn if there exists a partial 
nction g such that 
f( 1 x = 
- , y,, X) 4 = 1 and x E Domain(f), 
) l l l t- - * YtJ g(y,, y2, l l l , yn, x) $ = 0 and x E Domain(f 
ial function f is in if there exists a partial recursive function 
f 
if = . ,y,,x)Q.=landxE 
if )**~(=**~~)g(y~,y2,...,y,,x)~=Oandx~ 
) in the above definition need not be defined 
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O-4 value artial function f is J&-complete if f E J& and f is 
&-hard, i.e. if X is a C, set, then there exists a recursive function g such that 
XE iff f@(X)) = 1. 
A 0-l valued partial function f is -complete if f E andf is -hard, i.e_ if X 
is a l?, set, then there exists. a recursive function g such that 
Let I = (e 1 e is the index of a recursive graph}. Then for A s 1, we think of A 
as being the 0-l valued partial function which is 1 on A, 0 on I - A, and 
undefined otherwise. ost of the functions that we are concerned with are only 
defined on I or some subset of I. If the value of a function at a point is not stated, 
then it is assumed to be undefined there. e will use the term ‘function’ even if 
we mean a partial function defined on I or a subset of 1. 
We need to approximate infinite graphs by how they looi:. after some finite 
time, so we make the following definition: 
Let e = (e,, e2) be a number that 
define the’appproximation 
deter ines a recursivr graph. We 
t  G: by stage s (GZ,,) to be the subgraph of CL formed 
by taking all nodes in the set {I, 2,3, . . . , s} that are in the graph and connecting 
them as they are connected in the graph. Formally, Gi,, = (V, E) where 
v = {I, 2,3, . . . 9 4 n 1~ I hj(xl= 1), 
E= [V]“n W, v) 1 {ed([u, 4) = ll- 
We will often exhibit many finite graphs and take their union, in a way so that 
all vertices are distinct. e formalize &is: 
. If G1 = (IfI, E,), G2 ‘,- ( V2, E2), . . o are graphs, then the disjoint union 
gf G, G2,. q. is the union of the Gi’s with all vertices relabeled to be distinct. 
Formally it is the graph (V, E) where 
E = 6 {(i, u), (6 u)) 1 u, u E V;: and {u, U) E Ei}* 
i=l 
We formally define the class of functions which can be computed by an oracle 
ng machine, with a bound on the number of queries it can make. 
Let g be a total function and n 2 0 be a number. A partial function 
, g) if f +g via an oracle Ttiring machine which uses oracle g, an 
never makes more than If g is the charact 
then we use the notation . (This will usually 
R. Be&et, W.I. Grsorch 
andBbesets,andnMNeanumber. partial function f is in 
es oracle A @ B 
arbitrarily many 
made when A is a function instead of a 
&on beusefultous. 
tAbeanysetandka1bean ber. The function Ff is defined 
Ff(Xl, . . . 9 G) = h@I)B l l l 9 x&d)9 
c function f A. 
g k as are proven in [12]. 
A and X are sets, A is nmrecursive, and n is any number, then 
For any number x1,. . . , .TC,, give% the vahw of (K fl {xl, . e . , x,)19 
. , xn) can 5e cotnpsted. 
. ,x,)1. Run all the machines {z}(e) for eE 
x,) until exactly m of them halt. Output the information that those M 
, and the rest are not. Cl 
the theorems stated in Section 2 to classify graph colorability 
) hierarchy. We show that if c is any constant, then the 
re G is a recursive graph and x(G) SC) 
but carrnot be computed in 
- 1 queries to any oracle. 
4 natural number. Let Ak be the vartial recursive 
if 6: exists and x(G:) s k, 
: exi& and x(GL) > k, 
: does not exist. 
The mnplexity af fimhg the chromatic number -I 
Since a graph is k-colorable iff all its finite subgraphs are k-colorable, 
x(G;) s ,G iff for all S, x( 
if (3s) ~c(Gi,=) > k, 
undefined otherwise. 
The function that, for given e and S, checks whether x(G&) s k, is partial 
recursive and is defined when Gj exist (using the definition of 
a O-l valued partial function being in 
We show that Ak is I&-hard by sh srn Ak. Given a number x, let 
G, be a clique of size k+l, ifx~ ) otherwise; and let G be the 
disjoint union of G,, G2, . . . . For the G so constructed 
G is k-colorable iff G contains no clique of size k + 1 iff (VS) x $ wx,S iff 
x$K. cl 
e. if k 23, then the graphs reduced to in the above lemma can be made 
connected. 
Lemma 3 shows that determining the chromatic number of a graph requires an 
oracle of degree at least ‘. Theorem 4 gives an exact bound on how many 
queries to K are required to actually find x(GE). 
. Let c 3 1 by any number. Let g be the function 
x(G:) if x(G:) s c, 
c if x(G:) 2 c. 
The jimtim g is in FQ( [log(c + 1)1, K). If X is any set, then 
g $ FQ( [log@ + l,l - 1, X). 
Using the previous Pemma nd a binary search on [0, c] for the proper 
r of colors, one obtains that s is in FQ( [log(c -t l)] , K). First ask if the 
graph is [@j-colorable, and keep cutting the current interval of possible 
chromatic numbers in half until it only has one ent in it. 
Let X be any set. To establish that g is not in ( ]log(c + l)] - 1, X) we show 
that if it is then FE E FQ(n, X) (where n = [log(c + 1)1 - l), which contradicts 
Lemma 1. 
lgorithm to determi F&(X1, . . . , xp) will u II 
nce if g is in FQ(n, ) then the functio is in . 
r s = 1,2, . . . ,2” let 
if fJ (Xl, - l ’ ? +)I <s, 
aph on 3 vertices ot 
8 I?. Bagel, WA. Gmamh 
t 6: the disjoint union of GIp G2, G3,. . . , G& Then 
1 Xl*-•=s +)I, which is 2, F& c&l be c 
. . , x2m}I = x(G dex for G: can 
) from {XI,. . . , xp}. me F$ can be computed from a single query 
tog. 0 
one. 
show that the bin search algorithm for g, which 
s of both Turing degree and 
degree is used, the number 
n if more queries were allowed, a 
’ is required. There is no tradeoff between the 
allow a reductiozr in either 
In this section we show that determining if a graph has a finite chromatic 
number is &complete. 
if 6: exists and x(G:) c 00, 
if 6: exists and x(GE) = do, 
ed if 6: does not exist 
recursive function A is 
(Vs) x(G:,,) s k, 
(3s) x(G:.s) ’ k, 
undefined if GE does not exist. 
es whtther if x(G:,~) s k, is partial 
ence A is inn C, (uzlag the definition of 
given in Section 2). 
srn A. For a given x, let G, 
et G: be the disjoint union of 
so x(G:) < 00 and e E A. If x $ FIN, 
rge cliques, and e $ A. El 
3 we considered the problem of finding the minimal number of 
blem of finding 
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t k be a nonnegative integer. If G = (V, E) is any graph such that 
v s N then G is recursively k-colorable if there exists a Turing machine {m} such 
that for all x, {m)(x)i E {1,2, . . . , k}; and if n and y are two nodes in “J such 
that (x, y } E E, then {m}(x) jt {m}(y). The empty graph is recursively O- 
colorable by convention. 
f G is a graph, then the recursive chrc~matic number of G (denoted 
x’(G)) is the least number of colors required to recursively color G. 
e. the definition of a recursive k-coloring can be changed to only requiring 
that for x a vertex, (m}(x),/, E {1,2,3, . . . , k} without effecting any of our 
results. 
It is known [3] that there are recursive graphs that are Z-colorable but not 
recursively k-colorable for any k. ghly recursive graphs are better behaved in 
that every k-colorable highly re ve graph is recursively 2k - l-colorable 
[16,32], although there exist k-colorable highly recursive graphs that cannot be 
recursively 2k - 2 colored 132: 
We show that finding the recursive chromatic number of a graph is harder (in 
terms of Turing degree) than finding the chromatic number. The problem of 
determining if G is k-colorable is &-complete; however, we show that 
determining if G is recursively k-colorable is &-complete. 
The next lemma gives us a way to show that the problem of determining 
whether or not a graph is recursively k-colorable is &-hard. t gives us more 
information than we need at present, however, we will need it full strength in 
Section 7. state it for highly recursive graphs because astronger form of it is 
true for recursive graphs (see the next section). 
. Two a.e. sets X and Y are recursi separable if there is a recursive 
contains X and is disjoint from Y. two r.e. sets are not recursively 
separable, they are called recursively inseparable. Define SEP to be the set 
SW= {(Y, z) 1 and are recursively separable}. 
a SEP is &-complete ]34]. 
For any k 2 2 and any m such that k <rn 2k - 1, there exists a 
nction fk,,, such that for all x, x(G~~(,~) = k an 
x E COF + x’(G&x,) = k, 
F =9 xC(Gj&,& = ma 
nction for recursive graphs also exists. 
10 R. Beigd, W.I. Gasarch 
Assume m is , m = 2u - 1. sChmerl[32] (or alternatively Appendix 
this paper) showed how to construct a highly recursive graph G such that 
6) = u and ~‘(65) = 2tz - 1. Schmerl’s construction uses two r.e. sets X and Y 
are recursively inseparable. If the sets X and Y are not recursively 
mseparable, then the graph constructed has recursive chromatic number u. Hence 
the construction can be modi6ed to incl e a parameter x such that if x E SW, 
h has recursive chromatic number a, and $ SEP, then the graph 
chromatic number m. Since Both COF SEP ark & complete 
eterized construction can be modified to let COF take the 
) denote the graph constructed Nith parameter X. For ail X, 
x(G(x)) = Q and 
x E COF 3 f(G(x)) = a, * 
x $ COF 3 xr(G(x)) = m. 
(Alternatively, one can modify the version of Schmerl’s construction in Appendix 
A using the techniques of Theorem 9.) 
Let K” denote the complete graph on k vertices. Let fk,Jx) be such that 
GE&, = * G(x) u &. 
Note that x(Grb;r,w) = k. Hence 
x E GOF 3 x’(G(x)) = a 3 xr(Gg& = k, 
x $ COF 3 x’(G(x)) = m + x*(G&~$ = IIL. 
Assume m is even, m = 2a - 2 (a 2 3). By the modification of Schmerl’s 
construction in Appendix A, there is a highly recursive graph G such that 
G) = 2u - 2 = m. This construction can be modified (using the 
orem 9 of this paper) to include a parameter x such that if G(X) 
enotes the graph constructed, then 
x E COF $ f(G(x)) = a, 
x $ COF + x’(G(x)) = m. 
rest of the proof is analogous to the case where m is odd. 
is easy to pass from an index of a highly recursive graph G to ;Bn index of G 
as a recursive grap ence the functions f k,m exist for recursive graphs as 
well. Cl 
natural number. Let Ak = {e 1 x’(GL) s k). The 
(el, e2) in Ak we need to know if 
es of G: (i.e. t 
e- 
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This can be phrased as a Z3 set: 
Ak= s [KeILwl1 A KeIMY)ll A [k2M[xP Yl)U 
A [{m),(x)J E {L 2, . . . p k)l A [bM+J, E {1,2, . l . 9 k)] 
A KezM[x9 Yl) = I=$ boSx) + @MYNl~~ 
ence Ak is in C,. 
If k 22, we show that Ak is &-hard. Let fk,k+l be the function defined in 
Lemma 6, for recursive graphs. By the properties of fk,k+l 
x E CM + x’(G&+,~~~) = k rS fk.k+&) E & 
x $ COF + xr(Gj&+,(,)) = k + I + fk &+I@) $Ak- s 
This shows that COF Sm Ak. Hence Ak is &-complete. R 
te. Theorem 7 did not need to use the conventions associated with O-l valued 
partial recursive functions; it states that a set is &-complete. 
Theorem 7 shows that determining the recursive chromatic number of a graph 
requires an oracle of degree at least 0”‘. Theorem 8 gives an exact bound on how 
many queries to 0”’ are required to actually find x’(Gt). 
. Let c Z= 1 be any number. Let h be the function 
h(e) ( = x’(G:) if x’(G:) s c, 
C if x’(G;) 3 c. 
The function h is in FQ( [log(c + l)] , I”). If X is any set, then 
h $ EQ( [log@ -+ 1)1 - 1, .X-)0 
f. We determine x’(G:) by plzrforming binary search on the interval [0, c]. 
Since @” is &complete and Theorem 7 shows that Ak E &, we can determine if
x’(G:) s k by making a single query to 0”‘. Binary search requires only 
Dqg(c + 91 Q ueries. If x’(G:) > c, then binary search will give the answer c. 
To obtain the lower bound, note that in the proof of Theorem 4 all the graphs 
G constructed were such that x(G) = x’(G). Therefore, that proof establishes 
that if X is any set, then h $ FQ( [log(c + 1)1 - 1, X). I3 
In this section we show that determining if a recursive graph has a finite 
recursive chromatic number is &-complete; and that the same problem for 
recursive graphs is Z;-complete. These res SU tw 
all problems encountered so far in this av all 
12 R. Beige!, W.I. Garorch 
recursive and highly recursive graph;; and (2) by 
e set 
eorem 7 s can be written as 
is &-hard, we show CQF-, < A. Given x, we construct a 
G(x) = G such that 
f(G)- iff is white. 
construction of a recursive graph which is 
orable [3 1. In our modification the recursive 
graph is 2colorable (but not d”, and we weave the set W, into the 
cofinite, then the construction fails and 
ic not co&rite, then the construction succeeds and, because 
R(e,i): (e} is not an i-coloring of 6. 
The following claim is implicit in Bean 131. It will henceforth be referred to as 
‘Bean’s Claim’. It is proven in Appendix B. 
ILId &, be the graph consisting of 2’ isolated vertices, and let {e} be 
a Turing machine. There exists a finite sequence of finite graphs &,, &, . . . ,i$ 
such that the following hold. 
(a) For every i, 1 S&r, Gi i!! an extension Of ii-19 i.e. Z,cC,r2,~*~ l s 
5. 
(b) For every i, 1 s i G r, Li can be obtained recursiv&y +.-zm Li-1 and the 
for every x E &-I. If there is a ~2” . . 2 ‘7 c,__ p on which {e) 
e finction {e) is not an i-coloring 0 
ach consisting of 2’ isolated 
tisfy Rte,i) by working on a 
e manner specified by Bean’s Claim) with which we 
arker may change as grows. Our intention is the 
ng: if ‘vu, is cofinite, then almost all the rkers will go to infinity, so 
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is not cofinite, then all the markers will approach limits, so eventually all 
ave a graph to work wi nently, and will be satisfied. 
tion the set of natural into an infinite set of infinite 
index the parts of the partition by the numbers --I,& 1,2, . . . . t the 
{J& 1 (e, 0 E l+l X NJ U MA= 
For each (e, i) E N recursively e,i) into an infinite number of sets of 
sixe 2i. Let this partition be de 
V&i)(j) I j 3 (e9 91. 
The construction proceeds in stages. G” is the graph at the end of stage S. G is 
the graph UC0 GS. In the construction we will, for each (e, & connect up the 
elements of L <c,i>(j) into a graph, and then add auxiliary vertices and edges to 
that graph as indicated in ean’s Claim, to force (e} not to be an i-coloring. 
L”(&j) denotes L <,,i,(j) together with all vertices and edges added to it by stage S. 
For a fixed requirement Rte,i), and a fixed stage s, we will have a unique j such 
that we work only on L <e,i>(j) during stage s. We use a marker m&i) to denote 
the value of j. As a function of s, m:,i) is nondecreasing. 
Stage 0. For all (e,i,j)ENXNXN let Lo +J j) be a graph that has isolated 
vertices L(,ij(j + (e, i)); and let the markers be defined by mTe,ii = (e, i). Let 
Stage s + 1. For each (e, i) s s such that 
(a) &) is not satisfied, and 
(b) for all vertices z in L”<e i>(m:, i>) the computation (e},(z) halts, 
take whatever action is necessary to help satisfy Rle,i) using L = L”(,,i>(m”(,,i>). In 
particular, in terms of Bean’s Claim, if L is i, then add vertices and edges to L 
to form &+I. Formally let L”<z,:>(mie,i,) be &+I. All extra vertices added are the 
last unused vertices in X-, . 
For each (e, i) <s adjust the markers as follows: rn”(z,i) is the maximum 
element in the set 
{y 1 (m”<e,i), m:,i) + 1, @,,i) + 29 l l l 9 Y 1 C_ K,s+*) U lm”<e,i)l* 
For all (e, i) and j such that no action is taken on LJ:,,i>(j) let L”<z,$j) = 
L”<e.i)(i)- Let 
G ‘+* = (j L”,$&j). 
e,i.j=O 
e show that M/;- is cofinite iff G has a ite recursive c atic ber. 
R. Beige& W.I. Gasarch 
. for each (e, i) we claim that 
marker never moves so lim,, ?#8ic,i) = (e, i). 
en let b be the 1 element such that { (e, i 
at b + 1 is not in ). Such a b exists since 
of how the markers move iim,, m&,i) = 6. 
lirn,, mi,i) < a, for s large alI attempts to satisfy Rte,i) use the same 
can’s Claim these efforts succeed, hence all requirements are 
6 is not recursively colorable. 
is cotite. Then for almost all (e, i) 
facr can be used to recursive!y 2-color 6. Let S = {(e, i) .I lim-, m&i) C 
a}. S is a finite set. If (e, i) E S, then only a finite number of vertices and edges 
are ew - added to any L cc,i,(j). This finite information is hardwired into the 
following algorithm. 
Run the construction of G until t appears as a vertex. Let e, i, j and so be 
such that z E Lso <c,i>(j) and so is the least such number. 
(e, i) E S, then the graph L = lim-- &i,(j) is hardwired. Let c be the 
some ordering) 2-wloring G,” L. Output c(z). 
(e, i) $ S, then l&_,, m:, i) = 00. un the construction to the least stage 
t a SO SU& that m&i) > j. Note that L’(,i>( Let c be the least 
(in some ordering) 2-coloring of &j(j). Output C(Z). cl 
any sets that arise in recursive graph theory can be shown to be 
plete using the techniques of the above theorem. In particular, determin- 
e+Wxe of a rsive matching in either a recursive or highly recursive 
tie graph is & 
g theorem can be proved using the techniques of the last theorem, 
etch the proof. t is stated for recursive graphs, and does not 
recursive graphs if k 2 4. It will be of use in Section 7. . 
r every k 2 3 there extib a recursive function fk such that for a/E 
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Note that in the construction in the p:;nof of Theorem 9, all the graphs G 
constructed had x(G) = 2. 
Given X, take the construction in the proof of Theorem 9 but modify it to try to 
satisfy only the requirements that make the graph not recursively (k - l)- 
colorable. Call the resulting gr h 6. If x E COP’, then x’(G) = 2 (i.e. the 
construction will fail); if x $ COF, then x’(G) a k - 1 (i.e. the construction will 
n the second case we need to show that x’(G) = k. 
The graph G is the disjoint union of graphs L that are produced in the manner 
of the last theorem. Each L is the last element of a sequence of graphs 
where Lo is the graph with 2’ isolated vertices. Since we only try to satisfy the 
requirements that make the graph not rc ursively (k - l)-colorable, when a 
vertex becomes part of the graph k - 1 of its neighbors are known, and at most 1 
more will eventually be discovered. 
The following algorithm recursively k-colors G. 
go 
(a) Input(x). 
(b) Run the construction until x appears in the graph. If it appears in some L,, 
then color it 1, and halt. 
fc) If x appears. in Lj+I - Lj, then (recursively) color the Lj graph with the 
colors {1,2,..., k). Now color x with a color that was not used by any of its 
This is possible since x has at most k - 1 neighbors in 
cl 
e. The graphs constructed above are not connecte . If we i&t they be 
connected, we get a slightly weaker result, namely that for every k 34 there 
exists a function fk such that 
x E COF 3 x’(Gj;(,,) = 3, 
x $ COF 3 x’(Gi& = k. 
. The partial recursive function 
if G,h’ exists and x’(G,h’) < 00, 
if GF exists and x’(Gp) = 00, 
undefined if GF does not exist 
is &complete. 
Since x(Gr) s xr(G,hC) s 2 x(G,“‘) - I (see 116 
R. Beigel, W.I. Gasada 
0 e = 
plete by eorem 5. Cl 
at [log(c + I)1 queries to K quired to compute 
quantity is bounded eries to a set Y 
Y) ‘for free’, then pe 
this section we will see 
a Y do not help; however for finding x’( 
lower bounds on how much help queries 
mma 1 relativizes to yield the following. 
, X and Y are sets, A is nonrecursive, A =Y, and n is any 
G4 y(n, X)- 
eorem 4 realtivizes, th the help of Lemma 12, to yield the following. 
. Let Y be any set much that K & Y. The function g in Theorem 4 is 
. Let c 3 2 be any number. Let h be the fknctio 
= f(G:) if x’(C) s c, 
C if f(G:) 3 c. 
nhisin “( rwc + I>1 9
3 E (0, l}, then x(G:) = x’(G:). iven e, determine 
x(C:) E (0, 1); if it is then find its value (recursively in 
n a binary search on [2, c], using [log(c + 1)1 queties 
then 
(c - 2 alg~~th 
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eorem 14 is optimal in that if c 2 3, is any set, and Y is such 
& Y, then h is not in QY( ]log(c - l)] - 1, X). 
Let A be any set and n be any number. The function 
:(x 1, . . ..x.J=J{~:x~EA}I. 
has studied the fimctio 
$ E FQ(n, X) then 
at if there exists 
Let X and Y be any sets. Let n and i be any numbers. If 
Assume #$) E FQy(n, X). ince for all j == i, 8”) Srn 
By a relativized version of Lemma 2 we have that 
(Vj)[@ E FQW-‘)(l, #$!)I. 
ly) tkat for all j 6 i, B(n + Y. For j = 0 this is trivial. Assume 
E FQ’-“(I, g) s FQY(n, X). 
y Lemma 12,0@ ST Y. erefore we have, in the j = i case 
The second part of the following lemma is false for highly recursive graphs. 
. Let b Z= 1. Let hl be the function 
2 if x’(Gz) s 2 and x(G:) = 2, 
h&e) = f(G:) if 2 6 f(G:) < b + 2 and x(G:) = 2, 
b + 2 iff(G:) 3 b + 2 and x(G:) = 2. 
The function hl is in F ). Let Y be any set such that 
X be any set. Then 
hl $ FQ’( [log@ + I)] - 1, 
) by a binary search algorithm. 
Zs &complete, compute zj, for 1 s i s b such that 
COF and zb-j+l, . l l 3 zb E COF.) 
. , fi+* be the functions defined in Lemma 10. For 1 e i s 6, let 
e nature of the $, x(G&) = 2 and 
z&COF 3 f(G:,)=i+2, 
q+COF 3 GEi) = 2. 
f(GEi)=i+2for 1-t <%b-j, andXr(G~i)=2forB-j+1Si~b.) 
e be the index for the recursive graph formed by taking the disjoint 
union of the graphs GEi for 1 s i s b. (Note that X’(G:) is the maximum of X’(GfS 
as Wish, which is xr(G9=b-j+2. Also note that 2sx’(G9~6+2 and 
x(GL) = 2, so Me) = x’(G:).) 
(6) Compute the j = b +2-h,(e). By the commentary throughout 
. . , x6). output this vdue. 
u 
e condition that x(G:) = 2 for e in the domain of I’zI is not used in this 
is used in [ll]. 
be any set such &at 
eorem 14) & not in 
Y. Let X be any set, and c > 3. The 
log(c - 1)1 - 1, X). 
Assume h E FQ’( [log(c - 1)1 - 1, X). Lo: hI be the function in Lemma 
16 with b = c - 2. Since hI E FQ{l, h), we obtain 
hlE y( [log(c - 1)1 A 1, X) = y( [log(b + l)] - 1, X). 
contradicts mma 16. Cl 
ected recursive graphs, then h E 
orem 14). Let hi be just like hl 
d lower bounds are 3 and b + 3, and it must operate on 
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upper and lower bounds for the case when h is restricted to connected recursive 
graphs. 
r highly recursive graphs we can obtain a greater saving of queries to 
s is because if G is highly recursive, 
x(G) s f(G) s 2x(G) - 1. 
se this to obtain an algorit 
eorem 8; however this al 
>m the algorithm 
The statement of the following theorem is false for recursive graphs. 
. Let c > 1 be any number. Let h be’the function 
If c is odd, then h is in FQK( [log(c + l)] - 1, P). Zf c is even, then h is in 
FQK( [log cl - 1, 
Given e, first determine %(G=y by the binary search algorithm in 
Theorem 4. This only requires queries to K. We now use the fact that 
x(G,h? s x’(G,h3 6 2 x(G!9 - 1. 
Since we only care about x’(Gtr’> if it is SC, we do a binary search for %‘(Gy on 
the interval [X(G,h3, min{2X(GF) - 1, c}] using queries to “. The length of this 
interval is 
X(m if2~(G:7-1sc, 
c-~(G,h’)+l ifcs2x(Gt?-l. 
It can be shown that if c is odd, then the length of the interval is at most 
(c + 1)/2; and if c is even, then the length of the interval is at most c/2. IIence 
the binary search on this interval takes at most [log(c + I)] - 1 queries to 0”’ 
when c is even; and at most ([log c] - 1) queries to @“’ when c is odd. 0 
We show that if Y is any set such that ’ +T Y, X is any set, and c 2 2, then if c 
is odd, h is not in FQ’( [log(c + l)] 2, X); and if I: is even, h is not in 
FQ’( [log cl - 2, X). is is easily seen to be true for c = 2, 3. 
. Let b 2 1. Let h2 be the function 
b if %‘(Gr) s b and x(GF) = b, 
hz(e) = %‘(Gr) if b s x’(GF) 6 2b - 1 an 
2b-1 i’fXr(G,h’)~2b-1andX 
R. Be&d, W.I. Gasad 
. LetYbeany 
jknction h2 (h3) Ls rmt in 
fo andhjare by binary search. The 
is by showing 1 E FQ(k hz) (#gz E 
r sirrr2!m ta- the proof of Lemma 16, except that we use the 
.b+b l l l 9 fb.2b-l(,hbsb+lr J&6+2, . . . , fb,B-_2). Lemma 15 is then 
to derive a ooctradiction. 0 
e condition that x(Gg = b for e in the domain of h2 is not used in this 
but is used in [ll]. 
Y, Xbeanyset, andc34. If cis 
([log(c + 1)1 - 2, x); g c is even, 
ume, by way of contradiction, that Y, b and an algorithm exists as 
= 2b - 1, then using the FQ*( [log(c + 1)l - 2, X) algorithm for h, 
eter b) cm be computed in 
*([log@ + I)] - 2, AC) = FQ*( [log 261 - 2, AT) = FQ*( [log bl --- I, X). 
contradicts Lemma 19. 
c is even, c = % - 2, then using the FQ*( [log cl - 2, AT) algorithm for h, the 
ctiou h2 (witl~ parameter b) can be computed in 
*( rb 4 - 2, *(pog2b -21 -2, 
mma 19. 0 
constant) queries to a 
s notion is forma by considering queries to the 
s, but this is not always 
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recursive graph. 
the 
of a 
. If A is a nonmursive set and A” is m PA. det, then . 
Since X is r.e., eigel [7] has shown t 
If F&+Ir E FQ(n, $) then 
FA w+l)n E FQ(n, 8’:) c (1, F$+r&. 
is violates the separation eigel (in [7] and [6]) which sta 
A is a nonrecursive set, B is an arbitrary set, and a 3 1, 
FQ(1, F:-,) 0 
We now look at finding the chromatic number of a graph in terms of 
F;. 
. Let g be the functim 
g(e, (h, . . . 9 k,)) = if ki s x(GE) c ki+l (1 s i <p), 
if kp s X(G3 
Then g is complete for FQ( 1, FF), that is, g E FQ( 1, Ff) and Ff E FQ(1, g). 
Hence every function in (1, F;) is in FQ(l,g). 
e show that g E FQ( 1, F’F). On input (e, (k, , . . . , k, ) ), to compute g 
just pose the p questions “x(GL) s ki?” (1 s i s p). All these questions can be 
phrased as questions to K (by Lemma 3), so asking them can be phrased as one 
query to F:. From the answers we can obtain g(e, ( kI, . . . , k,, 1). 
input (z,, . . . , q,), create e (using methods 
that x(G:) = (K n {zl, . . . , z,}(. Compute 
g(e, (1,2,3, . l . ,p)), and from this compute x(GE). mma 2, from 
X(G:)=I1Yn{z,, l l l 9 z,}l we can compute Ff(t,, . . . , zJ. Cl 
. Let c 3 1 be any number. Let g be the function 
s(e) { 
x(G:) if x(G:) s 6, = 
c if X(G:) 3 C. 
R. Beige& W.I. Gasarch 
‘, or any other recursively enumerable set, then 
using Lemma 22 and a (p + I)-ary search on [O, c] for the proper number 
of colors, one obtains that 
spaced questions’ to get the graphs’s chromatic number in an 
(c + l)/(p + l), then (c -S- l)/(p + l)*, etc. 
r-e. set. To establish 
(n, Ff) then F&+,, E FQ(n, F:) where n = 
mma 21. 
e g E FQ(n, Ft). To compute F&+Ip(~I, . . . , xtp+& create (using the 
eorem 4) a recursive graph GE whose chromatic number is 
~@+~~}l. Compute g(e). Rote that 
x(G:) S 0, + 1)” = (p + l)r~(C+l)~Og(P+l)l-1. 
(p + 1pw~+lyloB@+w1 is (p + p3(c+m3ti+o+~ for SOme E c 1. 
nce 
y~~~~+w~ogc~+l)l-l= cp + fp3e+*yl0a+*)+~ 
= (c + l)/(p + l)l- c c + 1. 
a2wecanco g+lr from this quantity. Since g E F 
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above theorem (or Fc for any r.e. 
e question arises: ‘
using F$ the number of queries needed_ can be 
“Yes”. 
. Let g be as in t&e last theorem There existi a Set A ‘T 
For all sets X, the function 
geFQ(ll”p”p”‘l-1,Ff). . 
Let Sg be the algorithm in Theorem 4 that computes g with [log(c + 1)1 
s to K. Note that it always halts, even if the input is not the index of a 
recursive graph. Let 
A.= {(e, i) 1 when SQ is run on e, the ith query to K is answered “Yes”}. 
Since J~U is recursive in K, A ST K. Since from A we c compute the chromatic 
number of a graph (if it is SC), by Emma 3, K+A. 
The value of g(e) can be deduced from the [(log(c + l))/pl questions 
Fc((e, 1L k 2)) (a, 3), . . . 9 (e,p)), 
C!((C P + 0, (e, p + 21, (e, p + 3), . . . , (e, 2p)), 
The answers to these questions provide the correct query answers that are needed 
for running SQ on e. Once obtained, run & on e with the correct query answers, 
and g(e) can be found. 
X is any set and if g E FQ( [(log(c f l))/pl - 1, E’f) then g is in 
FQ( [log(c + l)l - 1, X), which contradicts Theorem 4. Cl 
now look at finding recursive chls natic numbers. 
. Let h be the function 
h(e, (kl, . . . , k,))= 
if f(G:) c kl, 
if ki S f(G:) C ki+l ‘(1 s i Cp), 
24 R. Beigel, hi. Gasarch 
ult is obtained by combining the technique of 
((p + I)-ary search) with the result of 
oracle). Cl 
teal be4Wyn 
() I e = x’(G:) C if f(G:) a c. 
h as presented (applying to recursive graphs) is not in 
mod#ed to apply to kighly recursive graphs, is not in . 
ifciseven, thenhis 
ed by (p -L I)-ary search. The lower bounds are 
cases of Theorems 
e lower bounds in eorem 26 remains an open question. 
is used, then the number of queries can be reduced. 
exists a set A sT such that 
- {(e, i) GE exists, f(G:) s c, d the ith bit of x’(G:), expressed 
: exists is recursive in d dete 
we can fmd x’(G:), 
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In this section we explore the questions raised in Section 7 in 
ost of the proofs use a combination of techniques from the last 
hence wili be omitted. 
is nonrecwsive, X is r.e., and A qkT Y, then 
Relativize the proof of 
Let Y be any set such that K $T Y. The function g in Theorem 4 
The proof of Theorem 23 relativizes, with the help of Lemma 28. 0 
. Let h be the function in Theorem 14 (and 26). The function h is in 
Combine the techniques of Theorems 14 and 23. Cl 
To prove analogs of Lemmas 16 and 19, and Theorems 17 and 20, we use the 
following lemma. 
. Let b, p 3 1. Let Y be any set. Then 
eigel [7] has shown that for all n and up 
FQ(n, $1 c 
is result relativizes (in two ways) to show that for any Y an 
‘) E y(L F$,z,n-*)* 
R. Bei&el, W.I. Gawmh 
Y (1 9 +lp-1 l ) 
(p+l~-1=(~+l)~+‘(~+l)~-l=l<b 
it fo at 
y1 ( 9 +I)4 E FQYU, 
mbiuing the last two inclusions yields the desire 
e statement of the following lemma is not known to be true for highly 
recursive graphs. 
Y be any set such that %3 Y. Let Is1 be the jitnctim in 
i, --_ hction hl is in 
by (p + I)-ary search. Assume 
a 31, 
hl E FQ”(1, kq,). 
y the proof of Lemma 16, 
tes the ielativized version of the Separation 
ates that if b E N, and A and B are sets such that 
#& V since by a relativize 
sue 
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Let h be the function in eorem 14 (and 26). Let Y be any set such 
Ifc~=$, thenhisnotin 
e Let h be thefimction in Theorem 18. If c is odd, then h is in 
FQK 
log(c + 1) - 1 
l(%(P + 1) 
if c is even, then h is in 
Let h2 and h3 be the functions in Lemma 19. Let Y be such that 
@“&@‘CB k. The function h2 (h3) is in 
but not in 
Let h be the function in Theorem 18. Let Y be such that 
If c is odd, then h is not in 
FQy (I 
is c is even, then h is not in 
f we do not insist that 0”’ be the oracle we use, then we can reduce the number 
of queries substantially. 
Let h be the functim in Theorem 14 (and 26). There exists a set 
For all Y such that ’ 03 Y, and for all sets X, 
28 R. Beigel, W.I. Gawch 
in Theorem 18. If c ii odd, then 
e FQR l”&+l)-l ,@ 
P 1 ) P ; 
all Ysuch & Y, and for dl sets X, if c is even, then 
h $ FQy( l”““d - ‘I- 1, F;). 
The upper bound comes from combining the techniques of Theorem 18 
and Theorem 27. e lower bound comes directly from Theorem 20. Cl 
summarize our results in the following table. Let c, p 3 1 be fixed natural 
ctioa x returns the chromatic number of a graph if it is SC. 
s the recursive chromatic number of a graph if it is SC. 
cified, a result holds for both recursive and highly recursive 
a statement of a result then that result holds when X is 
replaced by any set. Y is used in a statement about chromatic number, then the 
intention is that the statement holds for any Y such that K & Y. If Y is used in a 
statement about recursive chromatic number, then the intention is that the 
any Y such that P & Y; unless it is a statement about 
tention is that the statement holds for all 
n a statement about chromatic number, 
exists; if A is used in a st 
number, then we are saying that a set A, A = 
some cases our lower bounds do not (numerically) match our upper bounds. 
e lower bounds are marked with *E+. We conjecture that the lower bounds 
bound. In some cases we have the condition 
“‘#= Y can be obtained. 
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x $ FQ( [WC + 1,1 - 1, X) 
x’ E FQ( bg(c + 019 
mg@ +111 - 1, 
(a) Recursive graphs 
x E FQ( kg@ + 111s 
x $ FQY( [log@ + 1,1 
x’ E FQ”( [log(c .- 1)1 
x’$ FQ’( [log@ - I)1 - 1, X) 
(b) Highly recur&e graphs 
x E Fa( bg(c + 111) K) 
x $ FQ’( [lo& + I)] - 1, Xl 
f E Fa”( [log(c + 1)1 - 1, B;“, c odd 
x’ $ FQ’( [log(c + 1)1 - 2, X) c odd 
x’ E Fa”( [log cl - 1,0”‘) c even 
X’ $ FQ’( [log cl - 2, X) c even 
(a) Using queries to FpK (c) to compute x (x’) 
l”g(’ + ‘)-’ _ 1 FB” 
log(p + 1) 1 ) ’ p 
** for highly recursive graphs and c odd 
for highly recursive gra 
R. Beijgel, W.I. Gasmh 
any A, to compute # 
(i) Recursive grdzphs 
0 ii recursive graphs 
c odd 
log(c + 1) - 1 
WP + 1) 
@Wandcodd 
c even 
c eve 
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(b) Using queries to I$, any A, to compute 2 and x’ 
(i) Recursive graphs 
WQ( 1 
log(c -I- 1) 
P 1 ) 
a F; 
(ii). Highly recursive graphs 
WQ([ 
log(c + 1) 
P 1 ) 9 F; 
c odd 
x.‘$ FQy l”&+l)-l_l Fx c odd. 
P 1 ) ’ P 
K(l’“““d_‘l, Fg) ceven. 
We show that for every n 23 there is a highly recursive grap such that 
x(G) = n and x’(G) = 2n - 3. Techniques used here are a variation on S 
construction [32] of a graph G such that X(G) 
complicated version o r construction yields SC t the end of the 
proof we will indicate 
32 R. B&gel, W.I. Gasarch 
t G” = (V, E) where 
= {(&j) 1 lSi,jSn}, 
= {{(i, j), (r, s)} 1 i#r andjfs}. 
j~n)iscalledtheithcolumnof 
e basic row coloring of 6” assigns 
coloring of 6” assigns 
e valid vertex colorings 
6” using only n cobs. 
t IL 2 3. Let G”‘n-l = (V, E) where 
V={(kj)]l SiSn,lSjSn-l}, 
E= {{(i,j), (r, s)} 1 ifr andjfs}. 
(columns) of Wlsn--l, and the basic row (column) 
in a manner similar to those of 6”. Note that the 
needs n - 1 colors. 
coloring of G”**-* are 
basic row coloring only 
If x is a coloring of 6” or GnSn-l, then x induces a colo@l colon 
(row) if $ssigns to each vertex in a particular column (row) a different color. If 
the coloring being referred to is obvious, we may say “G has a colorful column 
(row)” to mean that the coloring induces a colorful column (row). 
If x is a 2n - 2 (2n - 3) coloring of G” (GnDnB1), then x either induces 
;ow or induces a cokwjLl column, but not both. 
a 2.1) for a proof of the unparenthesized version of this 
esized version can be established in a similar manner. Cl 
now define a way to co~ect two graphs such that if in some coloring one of 
has a co10 .-ow (column) the other will have a colorful column (row). 
two graphs such that either 
G,r G”+? IR any case 
(k, i, j) in such a way that (k, i, j) 
g graph is the 2-element chain of GI and Gz, 
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G,), can be defined by linking GI to Gz, Gz to 63, . . . , G,_, to G,. 
Gz) the rth row of Gz a like “he rth column of GI in terms of 
s of GI it is connected to. is intuition underlies the next lemma. 
colorful rok 
Let x be a 2n - 3 partial coloring of CH(GI, Gz) that induces a 
(column) of the GI part. Any extension of x to a 2n - 3-coloring of 
( GI , Gz) must induce a colorful column (row) in the Gz part. 
only consider the case where GI = C” and Gz = G”? The other 
cases are similar. 
Let x and i be such that x is a 2n - 3 partial coloring of C 
induces the ith column of GI to be colorful. Assume, by w of contradiction, 
that there exists x’ and j such that x’ is a 2n - 3-coloring of Gl, 62) that is an 
extension of x which does not induce a colorful row of Gz. By Lemma 39, x’ 
induces a colorful column of Gz, which we call the rth column of Gz. For 
1 S j s n let ~‘((1, i, j)) = ci and tar 16 s s n - 1 let ~‘((2, r, s)) = d,. 
We show l{cI, . . . , c,, dl, . . . , dn+}l >2n - 3. We know all the ci’s are 
distinct and all the dS’s are distinct. Let j be such that 1 <j s n and j # r; and let s 
be such that 1 s s s n - 1 and s #i. By the definition of CH(G,, G2) the vertices 
(1, i, j) and (2, r, s) are connected by an edge, hence Cj # d,. The orgy possible 
equality of a Cj and a d, is ci = aS,. Hence I{cI, . . . , c,, dI, . . . , d,_,}l = 2n - 1 > 
2n - 3 which contradicts x’ being a 2n - 3-coloring. 
In the analogous proof for GI s C, = G”‘“-l the last step is I(cl, l . . , ~~-1, 
d .,d,,-,}(=2n-2>2n 
2ALkoloring. Cl 
- 3. This is the only case that needs x’ to be a 
. Let x be a 2n - 3 partial coloring of C (G,, l - - , G,) that induces a 
row (column) of the GI part. Ifs is even, then any extension x’ of x to a 
2n - 3-coloring of C G,) must induce a colorful colu,mn (row) of the G, 
part; ifs is odd, then x’ must induce a colorful row (column). 
This follows from the previuus lemma and induction. Cl 
. Let n 2 3. There exists a highly recursive graph G such that 
x(e) = n and .r”+$) = 3.n - 2. 
Fix e. e show how to construct a highly recursive graph G such that 
(a) X(G) = n, 
s not a 2n - 3-coloring of G, 
by taking the disjoint union over e of all t 
as described above. 
R. Be&l, I. Gmda 
stages. 
of ‘G at stage s.’ 
avoid co ion use ‘ ‘, we merely 
stage G consists of two graphs Gr and such that GI = Gz = 6”. 
the end of stage s, C consists of GI, 63,. . . , G&+J 2tl 
G&+z), where each Gi is isomorphic to G”.) Run {e}, on all 
of GI and C&. There are several cases. 
re exists a vertex in Gr. or Gz where {e}, does not converge. Let 
+4 be graphs isomorphic to 6” that use the least numbers not 
in G for vertices. Extend the s + l-chains to s +2-chains using Ga+3 for 
chain, and C&+4 for the even ch 
2: {e}, converges on all the vertices of GI and G*, and either uses more 
- 3 colors, or is not a coloring. Proceed as in Case 1. 
3: {e), converges on all the vertiw in GI and G,, uses ~2~2 - 3 colors, is 
a coloring, and both GI and 6; have colorful rows (columns). By the previous 
extension of {e}, to a coloring of G will in&e G2p+l and Gai2 to 
either both have a colorful column or both have a colorful TOW. If we linked G2p+1 
and GzI+% then the coloring could noo be extended (as two adjacent G” graphs 
would have the same type of file induced) but G might not be recursively 2n - 2 
le. Instead we do the following: if s is odd, then e tend both chains with 
isomorphic to Gnsnel, and then link the two new Gnmn-’ graphs; if s is 
even, then both chains by a 6” aph before extending with a GnrnW1 
graph and either case there are odd number of 6” graphs before 
graph and the two Gngn-l graphs are linkd. Stop the construction. 
{e), converges on all the vertices in GI aud G2, uses ~2n - 3 colors, is 
a coloring, and GI has a wlorful row (wlumn) while Gz has a colorful wlumn 
(row). both G%+r and G% +2 to a graph isomorphic to GnVn-? The coloring 
{e}, cannot be extended to a 2n - 3-colorkg of G since in such a coloring the 
ave both a wlorful row and a wlorful 
ents made during the construction {e}, is not a 2n - 3-coloring of 6. 
graphs of type 6” or 
e chromatic n r of G is n since a chain can be n-colored by 
lumn coloring, etc. 
trategy of coloring 
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basic coloring of the opposite only n colors are alcpd to color 
6. If case 3 occurs (the hard then we will proceed as follows. 
6” graphs linked to the two Gngn-’ graphs will be basic column colonAl 
since GI and Gz are basic column colored, there are an odd number of G* 
graphs in the chain (we made sure of this i construction). Color one of the 
G ~-l graphs with a asic row coloring. will ogtly need n - 1 colors, say 
(1 2 
{n: l&*1= ’ 
n - 1). The other G”*“-l graph can be basic row colored with colors 
, . . . ,2~r - 2}, making sure that the row colored with n is the one row 
that the link with the G” graph will allow to be colored II (the first row). Even 
though both Gn*n-l graphs are basic row colored they use disjoint sets of colors, 
hence the coloring is valid. Cl 
e. If in the above construction G” is used instead of G”*“-l, then with 
recursive chromatic number ti - 1 is obtained. The upper bound in this case is 
easier since every highly recursive graph with chromatic number n has recursive 
chromatic number at most 2n - 1 [16,32]. 
To establish Bean’s Claim as stated in Section 6 we actually prove something 
stronger. The techniques we use appear in ean’s paper [3], but in a different 
form. 
then 
. If {e} is a Turing machine and is a set on which {e} is defined, 
Let L9 be the graph comi&ing of 2’ isolated vertices, and let (e) be a 
he. There exists a finite sequence of finite graphs LO, L1, . . . , L, such 
llowing conditions 
revery i, lSi<r, anextemionof Li-1, i.e., LoEL&L&m**C 
(b) For every i, 1 s s’s r, Li can be obtained recursively from 
values of {e}(x) for every x E Li-1 l If there is a vertex in Li-1 on which {e} 
diverges, then Li- I= L,. 
(c) There exists a set G V of outerplanar vertices uch that either 
(1) (e) is not total on 
(2) there exists v E V, w E such that (v, w) E E and (e)(v) = (e)(w), or 
I= i + 1 and (e) maps every element of to a different valve* 
ere is a 2-coloring of L, in which 
witnesses the fact that {e} is not an i-coloring of 
of (c) i 
subcase. 
prove this by induction on i. thei=Ocase. Let 
I VI . 
witness of type 1. If {e}(l)J, then W is a witness of type 
ns (a)-(e) are easily seen to be satisfied. 
truefori. Weshowitistruefori-kl. I&L&a 
of 2’+’ isolated vertices. Let &, be the first 2’ vertices of Lo and 
nd 2’ vertices of Lo. By the induction hypothesis there exists 
EL11SL21!zg l l cL,,,=(v,s El), 
cL,cL,s-ELfi*=(Vz, &); 
VI, W2 s V, such that WI is a witness et for L,,,) and W2 is a witness 
set for L@. Assume rl s r2. We define graphs L,, L1, &, . . . , L,. that satisfy the 
theorem (r’ will either be r2 or r2 + 1). For 0 sj s rl let 
Lj = Lj, U L,i* 
r,+lSjSr,let 
Lj = Lq, U L,im 
(1 E (0, 1)) is a witness of type 1 or 2, then L,* is our final graph and 
The 2-coloring of the final graph with the witnesses l-colored can be 
obtained by combining such colorings from L,,, and LQ2. It is easy to see that the 
hs and the witness et W all satisfy requirenients (a)-(e). 
are witnesses of type 3 then there are two cases: 
, then either there is some element w E W, such 
that {4(w) $ {4(w)= 2 , or there is some element w E W, such that {e}(w) $ 
the latter case, the former is similar. Our final graph is L,2 
ypothesis and the fact that W, is of 
and (e}(w) $ {e}(K), IW, U @}I = 
s of type 3. The 2-coloring of the 
an be obtained by combining such 
quence of graphs and the witness et 
t w be a new vertex that is not in L,,, or 
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(and hena {d(w) $ {d( U (WI) = GW%l U b)(w) 
which has cardinality i + 2; hence is a witness of type 3. is a witness 
set. A 2-coloring of J&z+* with l-colored can easily be obtained from the 
lo&g of L,, (that l-colors MQ and the 2-coloring of Loz (that l-colors 
0. 
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